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SOLUTIONS 
For the graphics industry 
 

Print and packaging, paper and design, 

sustainability and business. 

If you provide solutions and want to get them 

into the market, we can help. 

 

With market leading circulation, a distinctive 

informal style, incredible good looks and a 

greater breadth of editorial than any other 

magazines, our titles have grown to become the 

ones that your customers are talking about and 

taking notice of – and the competition is trying  

to copy! 

In this media pack, you will find details on each 

of the magazines and marketing opportunities 

that we produce, which will allow you to consult 

and compare to ensure that your message gets 

out to exactly the right people. 

We do not believe in a ‘one size fits all’ package, 

and you will find that we will work with you in a 

very different way to many other business titles. 

We want you to get the most for your money. 

We want to give you the best coverage. We 

want to ensure that we work as partners to 

promote what is important to you. We want to 

get you results. 

So, although the media pack gives you a 

starting point, we would be more than happy  

to sit down with you and discuss exactly what 

you want to achieve from your campaigns and 

how best we can help you to accomplish this. 

We are here to help you win business, create  

new ideas, and provide you with solutions. 

KEEP UP 
TO DATE



Solutions magazine is a strong, dynamic, monthly industry 
journal, with a mix of in-depth features and news, written in an 
informal, friendly manner with a ‘consumer’ style that is like no 
other print or packaging industry magazine on the market. 

It will inform you on the latest industry trends, technology 
and news stories. To help print and packaging companies,  
as well as the brand owners and agencies that work with them,  
to make the most of their businesses. It provides information on 
where and how to invest, helpful tips on how to break into new 
markets, and showcases ideas to broaden their appeal.  

Solutions covers all commercial printing processes, as well 
as pre-press, finishing, software, substrates and more – the 
one solution for all your printing and packaging information. 

Lively and energetic, the magazine provides stimulating,  
upbeat and fresh ideas. 

  
Solutions is positive about print and the environment. 
  

Circulation: 
The printed magazine goes to 8500 registered readers(a 
mixture of printers and print buyers), with another 35,000 plus 
receiving an online page turner version by e-mail. 

We also post news, articles and promotions to thousands 
more across our websites and social media channels. 

  
Solutions is a monthly magazine with advertising  

copy deadlines on the 22nd of each month, publishing  
in the first week of the cover month. 

Ten copies per year for best focused coverage – February, 
March, April, May, June, July/Aug, September, October,  
November and December/January. 

  
Solutions is free, on a sign up basis, to everyone involved in 

UK print, packaging, design, mailing, publishing, cross media 
brand owners or allied industries.  

 

S O L U T I O N S



E D I T O R I A L  F E A T U R E S  
  
February 
• Short run packaging 
• Label printing 
• Eco friendly plates 
• Direct mail 
• Lamination 
• Coloured papers 
• Show issue – Packaging Innovations 

(NEC) 
  
March 
• Large format Inkjet printing 
• MIS and workflow 
• How to make a margin in offset 
• Making the most of variable data 
• Bookletmaking 
• Embossing 
• High quality board 
• Dye sublimation 
• Show issue – Sign & Digital (NEC) 
  
April 
• Digital labels 
• UV retrofitting 
• Colour management 
• Laser cut or die 
• Tactile papers 
• Process automation 
• Show issue – Labelexpo (Brussels) 

May 
• Large format printing 
• Web to print 
• Financing your press 
• Carton printing 
• Guillotines 
• FSC and PEFC papers 
• Adding value with inkjet 
• Show issue – Fespa (Berlin) and 

LuxePack (Paris) 
  
June 
• Remote proofing 
• Small format offset 
• Flexible packaging 
• Entry level solutions 
• Binding 
• Making the most of AR 
• Working with uncoated paper 
• UV printing 
• Show issue – Drupa print & digital 

(Dusseldorf) & Pack Innov (Paris) 
  
July / August - Summer Special 
• The guide to print suppliers 
• Creative papers for shelf stand out 
• Laminating 
• Security features for packaging 
• Sustainable Solutions  
• Virtual shows 
  

S O L U T I O N S
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HOW DO LABELS BALANCE 

FUNCTIONALITY AND 

SUSTAINABILITY? 

One of the things that come to mind is the size of a label. 

Thanks to print technologies with high print resolutions (for 

example the LX-Series full colour inkjet printers offer a print 

resolution of up to 4800 dpi) you get razor sharp and 

brilliant print results even when printing the smallest of 

texts. With that in mind, labels don’t have to be that large 

any more. You save material without losing the ability to 

convey information.  

In addition, there are a wide variety of label substrates 

and adhesives available that are eco friendly. Depending 

on the application labels use removable adhesive which 

makes it easy to separate labels from the rest of the 

packaging and therefore allow better recycling and 

upcycling of the packaging and label.  

Last but not least, what is used to actually print on a label 

can contribute to the sustainability of them too. We offer 

solutions that use dye or pigment based ink or dry toner. 

For example, the LX-Series label printers use non toxic inks 

and cartridges with the smallest droplet size available, 

while still offering razor sharp texts, brilliant graphics and 

photorealistic images. 

 

HOW CAN PRINT SYSTEMS BE MORE 

SUSTAINABLE?    

One of the latest technological advances was the reduction 

of footprint of toner based printers by using LED based 

engines. One example for that is our DTM CX86e colour tag 

printer. The CX86e is world’s smallest LED dry toner colour 

label printer and uses digital LED technology. LED printheads 

have no moving parts, unlike the classic laser technology, 

significantly less raw materials are consumed in the 

manufacturing process, and a space saving design and a 

significantly longer service life are achieved. With a size of 

198 x 195 x 380 mm (wxhxd) and a weight of 9.5 kg, the CX86e 

is more compact, robust and reliable than other printers in 

its class. Saving resources and energy is and always will be 

very important. So, it is a much needed development that 

toner based printers are manufactured that way and also 

save energy in the printing process itself. Another develop-

ment that is worth mentioning is the new polymer based 

toner, which allows more flexibility when using various media 

as well as lowering the fuser temperature that in turn 

s energy whilst printing. 
the LX600e and

correctly. And with on-demand printing only the quantity of 

labels that is needed are produced and you don’t throw 

away unused labels, which of course saves resources and 

energy not to mention a lot of money, too. 

 

WHAT ARE THE BIGGEST TRENDS YOU 

ARE SEEING IN THE MARKET NOW AND 

MID TERM? 

Personalisation is and will continue to be a huge trend.  

Not only does it offer customers an added value, it also 

strengthens the connection between product and con-

sumer leading to more product loyalty. Bespoke products 

also lead to more sales as they will a) stand out from 

other products and b) attract new consumers when  

they hear from other consumers that personalisation is  

an option. 

Another trend, I would better call it a necessity, is sus-

tainability. Consumers think about what they buy and from 

whom. They want to know if the goods are produced 

environmentally friendly, if energy and resources are saved, 

if you can recycle the packaging, if non toxic inks and 

materials are used. And that of course also influences the 

packaging, the labels and the label printing itself. Consumers 

have the power to influence manufacturers of all kinds to 

focus on sustainability, to do everything in their power to 

save our planet and its resources.
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‘With on-demand printing only 

the quantity of labels that is 

needed are produced and  

you don’t throw away unused 

labels, which of course saves 

resources and energy not to 

mention a lot of money, too.’ 

 
 

i nd high quality printing 
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Epson has committ d

COMMITTED TO THE ENVIRONMENT
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Global technology firm Epson has set out its sustainability focused 
vision for the future, which includes a commitment to reducing its 

carbon emissions in line with the 1.5° C scenario by 2030. The company 
will join the RE100, a global collective of businesses committed to 100% 
renewable electricity and aims to achieve this milestone by 2023. Epson 
has also committed to become carbon negative and underground-
resource free by 2050 and will report regularly on its global progress 
towards this goal. 

 

IMPORTANT 
Yoshiro Nagafusa, who was appointed president of Epson Europe on 
April 1 of this year, comments on this commitment: ‘At Epson, we aspire 
to operate and develop technologies in ways that can help to support 
society with the evolving issues it faces, and there are few more 
important matters than climate change. I am particularly proud to take 
on this leadership role for Epson Europe as we enter a new phase for 
the company. I look forward to leading our European operations as we 
work to reduce the impact Epson products and services and supply 
chains have on the environment.’ Prior to his appointment as president, Yoshiro Nagafusa was senior 

vice president for Epson Europe with responsibility for optimising 
infrastructure and sales operations in the organisation’s CISMEA region. 
He has held a number of senior positions at Epson both in Europe and 
globally in more than 30 years with the company.  

RENEWED 
Epson recently announced Epson 25 Renewed, a new corporate vision 
to drive the company towards its goals of achieving sustainability and 
enriching communities. The company’s strong sustainability commit-
ments and achievements already see it ranking in the top ten of all 
companies measured by industry intelligence provider IDC’s sustain-
ability framework, rating higher than average across all indexes 
measured. Epson’s revised Environmental Vision 2050 reinforces these 
goals, as the company seeks to become carbon negative and under-
ground resource free by 2050 through a programme of decarbonisation, 
closing resource loops, customer environmental impact mitigation  
and the development of innovative environmental technologies.  

Daniel Quelch, sustainability manager at Epson UK, added: ‘The new 
Environmental Vision 2050 and our new membership of the RE100 are 
landmark moments for our company. This renewed vision is a test-
ament to where we as a company have come so far, and where we  
still want to go by establishing ambitious and measurable goals. I am 
inspired by the commitment of Epson employees across Europe to 
delivering on this vision, and I have absolute confidence in our ability  
to achieve it together.’ 

Epson announced on April 15 that it will join the RE100, a global 
collective of large and influential businesses committed to 100%
renewable energy The

 
TURN DOWN THE HEAT Epson recently joined forces with National Geographic to promote the protection of the world’s permafrost – the frozen ground beneath the polar regions of the earth – in its ‘Turn Down the Heat’ campaign. 
The campaign comes as scientists predict the world’s permafrost will thaw entirely by 2100, drastically changing ecologies, raising global sea levels, and releasing over 950 billion tonnes of methane into the atmosphere. Together, Epson and National Geographic aim to raise awareness of how people can reduce their own impact of global warming, from homes to offices and  other businesses. 

‘Turn Down the Heat’ is fronted by National Geographic explorer Dr Katey Walter Anthony, who oversees arctic observatories in Alaska and Russia to monitor the long lasting impact of clim-ate change. Her pioneering research into the protection of permafrost is featured in a series  of videos, infographics and online content in collaboration with Epson and National Geographic and can be found at heatfree.epson.com. She commented, ‘The Arctic is literally melting before our eyes. We estimate that up to 10% of the projected global warming this century could come from thawing permafrost, and that affects the entire Earth. What happens in the Arctic  does not stay in the Arctic. Our choices really  do matter in work and in life. And when busin-esses and people make smart decisions about what technology we use, that will also make a positive difference for our environment.’ Saving energy is essential in the fight against global warming, but numerous technologies in both businesses and homes consume significant volumes of it on a daily basis. Epson’s pioneering range of printers with ‘Heat Free Technology’ buck this trend, reducing environmental impact by using low energy and few replacement parts. Epson global president Yasunori Ogawa comm-ented: ‘Sustainability is at the heart of everything we do at Epson, and we a



September 
• Preflighting 
• Perfecting 
• High quality colour 
• Printing corrugated 
• Augmented Reality 
• Handling systems 
• Metallic papers 
• Show issue – Packaging Innovations 

(London) & Print Show (NEC) 
  
October 
• Getting the best from your plates 
• Automation on-press 
• Organising a PURL campaign 
• Folding and creasing 
• Recycled papers 
• Sustainability in packaging 
• Show issue – Luxe Pack (Monaco), 

All in print (China) & Pack Print 
(Thailand) 

  
November 
• Front end power 
• Special effects on-press 
• Continuous digital 
• PUR/EVA binding 
• Pure white – publishing papers 
• Self-adhesive labels 
• Working with foils and films 
• Solutions Awards – The finalists 
• Show issue – Packaging Innovations 

(Benelux) 

December  
• Workflow – making the link 
• The ideal pressroom 
• The best digital print jobs 
• Adding value through finishing 
• A little bit of sparkle! 
• Solutions Awards – The winners 
• Top 25 products of the year 
• Printmas competition
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Morgana Systems has announced two new additions to its range of multifunction print finishing devices manufactured 

by Uchida – the AeroCut X and AeroCut X Pro – up to 38% more productive than previous models,  allowing users to 

benefit from precise cutting and slitting, and high speed creasing in one easy to use system.  

The latest two units are in addition to Morgana’s own AutoCut Pro, in the multifunction suite of products offered by the 

company. Ray Hillhouse, vice president sales and marketing for the Plockmatic Group Offline Business Unit, commented: ‘As 

we exit the Covid restrictions customers are increasingly looking at automating the crease, cut, slit and perforated finishing 

applications. The new AeroCut is faster and more connectable than the previous versions, with a range of plug-ins to 

to the desktop applications or to imposed files from the RIP. Products in this entry level arena continue to 

i credible value for money for printers seeking simple yet productive, and 

b d range of printers.’ 
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MORGANA’S NEW AEROCUT MULTI   
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WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW 

1. Multifunction, cutter, slitter and creaser with 

enhanced productivity, and more user friendly. 

2. Ideal solution for finishing especially short run 

digitally printed applications. 

3. Includes an innovative patented feeding mech-

anism that drastically reduces the risk of double 

and misfeeds. 

4. AeroCut X offers finishing for any sheet sizes from 

210 x 210 mm up to a maximum 365 mm x 750 mm.  

5 All functions are operated and saved via the touch 

ing of
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  FUNCTION FINISHING DEVICES 
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A new report by Drapers, in partnership with Smurfit Kappa, has revealed that packaging matters to UK 
consumers and plays a significant role in the purchasing 
decisions of shoppers. Nearly two-thirds of respondents 
(64%) stated they are more likely to purchase from a brand 
or retailer if it uses sustainable packaging.  In the Drapers’ Sustainability and the Consumer 2021 

report, fashion consumers stated the packaging material 
their purchase arrives in matters, with 73% stating that the 
use of paper or cardboard packaging is important to them 
when considering a brand’s level of sustainability. Another 
77% stated that brands should use as little packaging as 
possible, while two-thirds (66%) stated it is important to them 
that the packaging can be recycled.  However, perhaps more significantly for retailers, nearly 

half (49%) of fashion consumers surveyed said they would 
pay more for both sustainable packaging and sustainable 
delivery. In addition, a third (33%) say they have rejected a 
purchase because of unsustainable packaging.   

TANGIBLE SIGNAL Commenting on the importance for retailers to introduce 
sustainable packaging, Eddie Fellows, CEO of Smurfit Kappa 
UK and Ireland, said: ‘Packaging is a visible and tangible 
signal of a brand’s commitment to sustainability. The report 
highlights how sustainable packaging is increasingly 
becoming a significant decision driver for consumers 
purchasing fashion and an indication of a brand’s sustainable status. It also underscores the importance for businesses to understand the opportunities in moving to sustainable packaging, the ramifications of inaction for reputation, and the role that sustain-able packaging can play in reaching sustainability targets.  
‘There is often a misunderstanding amongst retailers that switching to  a greener supply chain  

will incur significant  
 

 

 

 

investment. We work closely with our customers to help them 
understand the longer term cost benefit of optimising and 
greening their packaging supply chain.’  

CONSUMER TRUST The report also highlighted an opportunity for brands and 
companies to build consumer trust. Consumers want to be 
more sustainable. It is often the case that consumers do not 
know which brands are committed to sustainable practices. 
The research highlighted that over two-thirds (69%) of 
consumers stated that they did not always trust brands and 
retailers that say they are sustainable and only 36% believe 
brands and retailers are doing enough to be sustainable.  

However, it is often a challenge for consumers to make 
exclusively sustainable choices. Shoppers have busy lives, 
and often have conflicting priorities. Price can remain a 
barrier for fashion purchases, with 76% of consumers stating 
they would buy more sustainable fashion if it was more 
affordable. Taken together with the findings that half of 
consumers will pay more for sustainable packaging and 
delivery, consumers are demonstrating a growing appetite 
to incorporate sustainability into their purchasing decisions.  

The research found that consumers believe it is retailers 
(43%) who should be leading the way when it comes to imp-
roving performance on fashion sustainability, ahead of gov- 
ernment (27%) and consumers themselves (12%). Despite this, 
only 27% of consumers believe retailers are leading the way.  Tony Smurfit, Group CEO of Smurfit Kappa, commented: ‘Sustainability is one of the challenges of our time. Packaging provides a clear opportunity for brands and retailers to demonstrate their sustainability, and with the continued growth of e-commerce, fit for purpose sustainable packaging is an even more integral part of the brand experience. We continue to partner with an increasing number of our custo-mers who are responding to the growing demand for sustainable packaging and as businesses strive to meet, and accelerate, their commitme-nts to deliver a better planet for all.’

TALKING SHOP Consumers say sustainable packaging influences their purchasing decisions. 
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With the opening of an innovation hub within 

its paper division, Fedrigoni aims to develop 

paper products that are an efficient alternative to 

plastics, thanks to their characteristics of strength 

and water repellency.  

FedLab will pool together resources from all comp-

any departments, as well as from the ecosystem, 

through partnerships and collaborations with other 

businesses and start ups. This innovation hub will be 

tasked with the development of sustainable paper 

products that are alternatives to plastic in numerous 

applications such as food, cosmetics and luxury  

e-commerce goods packaging. 

 

BRAINSTORMING 

‘FedLab is an incubator of ideas and innovation 

where we will be brainstorming for solutions that 

cater to customer needs and contribute to their 

green transition. In this hub we will make our 

specialty papers increasingly their performance 

and sustainability,’ said Micaela Di Trana, marketing 

and research and development vice president of 

Fedrigoni Paper and head of the initiative. This hub 

brings together the best skills and the most advan-

ced technological solutions, and puts them at work 

to benefit new development projects on innovative 

products, applications and business solutions.  

‘That is the case with the recently formed NewCo 

with Parma based Tecnoform (which holds 30% 

of the joint venture) aimed at producing internal 

trays for luxury packaging in thermoformed, 

biodegradable and environmentally friendly 

cellulose, using a patented proprietary technology. 

‘We are constantly looking for innovators, people 

who have identified a problem related to paper 

packaging and have come out with a compelling 

idea to solve it. People who believe in the ‘next 

paper generation’ like we do.’ 

 

MAKING THE CHANGE 

Plastic to paper is the process aimed at intro-

ducing new paper solutions that are effective 

alternatives to plastics. The solutions are also 

made with renewable and totally recyclable raw 

materials, using fibres that replace cellulose or 

that come as much as possible from recycling. 

One of these alternative fibres is Icelite CleanCut, 

the innovative paper developed in collaboration 

with Easysnap for the production of mono-dose 

packs for liquids – once made in plastic, now 

paper based and completely recyclable  – that 

can be opened with only one hand.  

Another example is the Splendorgel High Barrier 

Technology, an ultra water resistant and completely 

recyclable paper that is ideal for any tag used in 

humid places, menus, signs, advertising, or outdoor 

posters exposed to rain, plant labels.  

Equally interesting is the development of applic-

ations for packaging in luxury good’s e-commerce: 

for this purpose, brilliant, customisable and stylish 

packaging solutions, with no glue or plastic inserts 

whatsoever, are made to withstand stress during 

transport without any additional external wrappings 

to keep them undamaged. 

Chiara Medioli Fedrigoni, chief sustainability and 

communication officer, said: ‘FedLab is a container 

of solutions created to make life easier for our 

customers, including industries where we do not 

operate directly, but where we are ready to offer 

ideas, projects and prototypes that others can 

then modify and make their own, always with a 

view to enhancing the value chain.’

Fedrigoni has recently been awarded with 

the EcoVadis Gold Medal adding to the  

path that will lead the company to its ESG 

(environment, social, governance) goals  

by 2030. It now ranks among the best  

global companies in terms of environment 

protection and social responsibility initiat-

ives (only 5% of rated companies received 

this status in 2021).  

‘Our commitment to sustainability and  

the ESG goals is a value chain effort that 

empowers our company and the market,’ 

said Chiara Medioli Fedrigoni, chief sustain-

ability and communication officer. ‘And, we 

are proud to be recognised by a specialised 

third party observer like EcoVadis for a long 

standing commitment that has been further 

accelerated in the past 24 months.’
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Arctic Volume is known for its natural feel, 

distinctive coated surface and exceptional 

print quality. Surface 2 demonstrates how these 

unique paper attributes can showcase images 

just as the artist intended. 

Surface 2 focuses on hyperrealism, which is 

today a benchmark for photographers and visual 

artists. Hyperrealism is the art of exaggerating 

images in a way that blends reality and the 

imagination. Blurring distinctions and boundaries, 

the artists are thus able to deliver unusual views 

on the world around us – from cityscapes, land-

scapes and scenic compositions to portraits of 

animals and people. 

In today’s world, digital applications make it 

ever easier for anyone to create artworks out of 

simple snapshots. But dedicated photographers 

hold on to the value of their art with compositions 

and rendering thought through down to every 

detail. In doing so, the depth and content of a 

single image is expanded upon, revealing images 

that take us on a visual journey ‘beyond reality’. 

In the Surface 2 magazine, a wide and varied 

portfolio compiled of images from 15 internat-

ionally renowned artists – such as Wang & 

Söderström, Cody Cobb and Namsa Leuba – 

brings individual perspectives to light in a 

unique and precise way, while also highlighting 

the singular, characteristic and professional 

feel of Arctic Volume paper. 

The Arctic Volume Range comprises the 

following grades: 

Arctic Volume Ice: the brightest clear white 

shade that displays colour and contrast to 

perfection, bringing every designer’s vision  

to life.  

Arctic Volume HighWhite: a true high white shade 

for high contrast and colour brilliance, ideal for 

exclusive print results of the highest quality. 

Arctic Volume White: a natural white shade  

and a wide range of grammages, perfect for  

a broad spectrum of applications.  

Arctic Volume Ivory: a natural ivory shade that 

makes for the best possible readability, lending 

images a warmer tone, and a natural and 

genuine feel. 
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! Reusable packaging is becoming increasingly popular, as brands and consumers wish to offset their environmental impact by prolonging the lifecycle of packaging containers. One of Springfield Solutions’ most exciting, up and coming customers is doing just that! Alongside Springfield, Dr Will’s is partnering with global reusable packaging platform Loop to trial a more sustainable option in participating Tesco stores. Dr Will’s is a brand on a mission to make food better with naturally sweetened sauces. Founded in 2017 after co-founder and doctor, Will, was shocked to hear of parents covering vegetables in sugar filled ketchup to entice their children to eat their greens. So, he decided to create a range of ‘honest and healthy’ sauces to take their place.  

KEEP IN THE LOOP The Loop campaign allows customers to buy a wide range of food, drink, household, and beauty items in reusable packaging. Consumers simply pay a deposit for the packaging, which is refun-

ded after it is professionally cleaned and returned to the brands, re-entering their supply chain reused by consumers!  
Springfield has been trialling eco friendly materials for the brand’s sauce labels to complement the Loop reusable bottle! The label also features a wash off adhesive. This facilitates the high grade recycling and reuse of the pack-aging, enabling the bottle to re-enter the supply chain and be refilled with Dr Will’s sauce for the next customer! 

This partnership allows brands to encourage small changes, leading to a tremendous impact and part of a large solution towards an eco friendlier consumer market.  For Springfield Solutions, providing brands and consumers with these simple changes to be more eco friendly makes a big difference! For example, if customers changed just three items in their weekly shop to products with reusable packaging, the containers would be used and reused more than 2.5 million times a year. 
Tesco launched the ground-breaking way for its customers  to shop that allows them to buy  a wide range of food, drink, household and beauty products in reusable and durable packaging.  The new reusable range of 88 products includes some of the UK’s most popular brands as well as own brands.  

Customers wishing to opt for reusable packaging simply visit  the Loop fixture in the store and add the products they want into their trolley as a part of their shop. The Loop range comes ready prefilled in the perfect 

container for that product, so there is no need for customers to bring their own containers  

or refill themselves.  
Ken Murphy, Tesco Group CEO, said: ‘We are determined to tackle plastic waste and one of the 

ways we can help is by improving reuse options available to customers. Bringing Loop to our stores is a significant milestone in this journey. With 88 everyday products available, we are giving customers a wide range of options and we will learn as much as we can from this to inform our future packaging plans.’ 
The launch of Loop in Tesco stores follows a year long online pilot, launched in July 2020, that allowed customers to order and return products in reusable packaging to and from their doorstep.  
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S eptember’s New York Fashion week saw many creative, complex and sometimes downright crazy examples of forward fashion.  Amongst them was a clever application of digital print, 
enabled through a collaboration between Kornit Digital  
and fashion designers threeasfour.  The collection, Kundalini, demonstrated exceptional 

capabilities for designers in the fashion industry to 
express brilliance, creativity, and extraordinary quality  
by using Kornit’s sustainable, on-demand fashion production technologies.  

FASHION AND ART Founded in 2005, threeasfour has built a legacy of fusing 
cutting edge technology with traditional craftsmanship to 
create pieces that are both fashion and art. The intricate 
designs in the Kundalini collection unlock the full value  
of Kornit’s innovative technology and showcase the  
power of the digital first approach for fashion. The entire 
collection was produced using Kornit’s revolutionary  
Max technology, which offers incredible digital decoration 
and design capabilities. 

Working closely with Kornit, the fashion designers were 

IN FINE STYLE Kornit Digital and threeasfour gave life to the future of fashion with the 

Kundalini Collection at New York Fashion Week. And, this was enabled 

through digital print.
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able to maintain complete design freedom in accordance 
with their vision, while producing quickly, and significantly 
eliminating waste. Using Kornit technologies enabled the 
designers to shrink design cycles to mere days – or even 
hours in some cases – which is inconceivable in the tradit-
ional ways of producing fashion. ‘Collaborating with top global designers like threeasfour 

demonstrates that fashion production can be cleaner and 
more sustainable, while also being efficient and more 
responsive to inspiration and creativity,’ said Ronen Samuel, 
Kornit Digital chief executive officer. ‘Following the massive 
success of Tel Aviv Fashion Week, we are now creating 
exhibits and partnerships in New York, Los Angeles, London –
and other global fashion hubs that need to adopt eco 
conscious digital means of production. This collaboration 
with threeasfour is another step on our journey to become 
the operating system for on-demand sustainable, 
proximity fashion.’ 

 

PUSHING THE BOUNDARIES ‘We have built our brand on pushing boundaries, advancing 
social progress, and uniting fashion with nature and with  
self, while experimenting with technological innovations,’  
said Adi Gil, creative director at threeasfour. ‘Our vision for 
more sustainable and meaningful fashion unites us with 
Kornit Digital, whose technologies seem to have been 
designed from the ground up to help us achieve our goals. 
We are excited about the infinite design freedom that Kornit 
on-demand production solutions offer the fashion industry, 
and how it could help grow our brand and raise our profile 
and accessibility in the marketplace.’  

BETTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT Kornit Digital’s on-demand production ecosystem uses 
considerably less water and energy and generates far less 
greenhouse gas emissions relative to traditional analogue 
production processes. As the cornerstone of an efficient 
micro factory production model, the technology uses safe 
and sustainable consumables to enable proximity production, 
eliminating the logistical waste, vulnerability, and time to 
market associated with multinational supply chains.
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Advertising rates:                         
Display: (Four colour) 
Full page:                                    £1450 
Half page:                                   £750 
Quarter page:                            £450 
Strip ad:                                       £450 
Double page:                             £2150 
Front cover:                                £4500 
  
Inserts: 
Single sheet, loose:                  £1250 
Bound in:                                     £1450 
Double sheet, loose:                £1450 
Bound in:                                     £1650 
Belly wrap:                                  £1850 
  
Online advertising: 
Web banners:                            From £350 p/m 
E-mail blast:                              £850 
Social media campaigns:     From £500 p/m 
E-newsletter sponsorship:     £600 p/m 
  
Interactive marketing: 
Knowledge handbooks:          From £3000 
Market surveys:                         From £2500 
Roundtable sponsorships:     From £2500 
Awards sponsorships:             From £5000 
  
Please call to discuss your requirements. 
  
Editorial features cover all areas of print and packaging, paper and design, 
sustainability and business. Our editor follows market trends and opportunities, 
reacting to any developments and always ready to create bespoke articles. 

Previous editions of Solutions magazine can be read online at 
www.earthisland.co.uk/earth-island-magazines and examples of features 
would be: Why use digital for packaging?, Making the most of variable data, 
Printing – outside the box, Adding value with inkjet, Best use of Augmented 
Reality, Adding value through finishing, Paper vs plastic for packaging, Creative 
papers for shelf stand out and The market for self-adhesive labels. 

We have a Solutions website here: www.earthisland.co.uk 
With a specific Packaging Solutions weblog here: www.packagingsolutionsmag.co.uk 
And an environmental Green Solutions news site here: www.greensolutionsmag.co.uk 
  
Solutions can be found on social media here:  
twitter.com/earthislanduk  
www.facebook.com/EarthIslandUK  
www.linkedin.com/company/earth-island-publishing/

Never has it been more important for print and packaging companies 

to work to ever higher levels of efficiency, productivity and profit-

ability. Those three simple words are key to making a business more 

successful, and to ensuring longevity, well into the future. 

Automation has been a real driver in ensuring effectiveness in production 

whether you are producing wide format, commercial print, books, pack-

aging, labels, direct mail, or any other kind of printed communications  

or materials. 

Yet, often when you think of ‘automation’ it is about what is on-press, or in 

finishing, or how you can digitise your files more successfully to get them 

onto your digital printer more quickly. 

 

THINK ABOUT IT DIFFERENTLY 

Automation though, is much more than making presses run faster, or 

optimising files. It is about the things we do each day and often take for 

granted. The small things that add up to a lot  – such as the time taken to 

order your consumables, the right specification of paper, chasing the right 

information about today’s prices so you get the quote right.  

One way to do that is to ‘superpower’ your business. To do that, you need 
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Zaikio. And, for print companies, it is completely free of charge.  

Enabled at every level of your business, Zaikio Procurement 

really can help you to be more successful – ensuring faster 

turnaround times, more efficient processes, less waste and 

more customer satisfaction. 

Zaikio Procurement is part of the platform and connects 

the printer with suppliers, which saves valuable time  

in purchasing.  

Zaikio is an open platform available to everyone in the 

printing industry, that enables data exchange between 

different software systems, machines and partners. It 

improves communication and automation through network-

ing of individual players – suppliers and print companies. 

The system is in beta testing in the UK, but already includes 

well known and respected suppliers such as Heidelberg, 

Sappi, CloudLab, Ultimate TechnoGraphics  – with more 

coming on-board all the time. 

Karl Ciz, partner success manager at Zaikio, said: ‘With 

Zaikio procurement you can stay ahead of your consum-
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FOR SUPPLIERS AND MIS 

VENDORS: SOME OF THE 

BENEFITS OF ZAIKIO… 

• An additional channel to market: Win new 

customers and broaden your reach or potential 

clients. With just one integration to you have the 

opportunity to be visible for customers all over 

the world. 

• Digitise your customer relationship through deep 

integration with existing systems, saving time 

and money on order processing. 

• With the digitisation of order processes, comm-

unication problems are a thing of the past.  

• The digitisation of process steps simultaneously 

reduces the time required for an order. You can 

complete more orders and at the same time and 

reduce the variable costs per order. 
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Kodak is committed to its customers and our planet.   

Jim Continenza, Kodak’s executive chairman and CEO, explains.
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The past year reinforced in a profound way the irre-placeable value of people and our planet. There is no 
greater way to show my appreciation than to be conscious 
and caring stewards of our communities, our countries, and, 
for executives like me, our companies. That is a responsibility 
that I take very seriously.  

I developed a deep appreciation for nature as I grew up  
in the land of 10,000 lakes – Minnesota. My passion for the 
environment sprang from being outdoors, marveling at 
nature, hiking, camping, fishing, snowmobiling and water 
sports. Its roots go deep, feeding my desire to protect this 
planet and to do what I can to influence others to do  
the same.   

 

THE KODAK DIFFERENCE As CEO of Kodak, I work to instill the value of sustainability 
across our company, from research and development to 
manufacturing to sales and service. We offer a full range  
of customer focused products designed to deliver on the 
promise of ‘Print that Pays’. But now more than ever, our 
customers are seeing that sustainable, resource efficient 
solutions also pay. For us that means saving massive 
amounts of water and energy, reducing chemical use and 
waste, and thinking about what we produce and how it is 
made – cradle to grave. 

Today’s market offers printers a proliferation of competing 
devices. My goal is to deliver solutions that are not only 
superior to other alternatives, but also backed by an 
unwavering company wide commitment to preserving  
our environment. It is clear our customers and the public  
are becoming more aware of the imperative, and I believe  
it is simply the right thing to do. As an industry pioneer with deep knowledge of material 

science and thousands of print related patents, Kodak  
will continue to innovate – especially when it comes to 
sustainability.  

I believe that if a small organisation can make a  small difference, a big business like ours can make a  
huge difference.  

 

WALKING THE TALK What we do today and tomorrow is how we will be 
measured, and all of us bear that responsibility. Here  
are some of the ways that Kodak operations are aligned 
with sustainability: 

Process free printing plates: Kodak was first to successfully 
commercialise a printing plate that requires no processing 
chemicals, while also saving water and energy versus 
conventional processed plates. Our Kodak Sonora Process 
Free Plates are in use by over 5000 printers worldwide. We 
estimate that by using cost saving Sonora plates instead  
of processed plates, the print industry is also saving: • 3.74 million litres of plate developer per year. 

• 29 million kWh of electricity per year. • 468 million litres of water per year. That also means no more spent chemistry, wastewater, 
chemical containers, disposal, shipping and storage costs. 
That is something that would make Mother Nature smile. 

In addition, because there is no processing variability, 
printers benefit from more consistent and stable plates that 
reduce time, waste, and cost in the pressroom. Our custom-
ers are helping their bottom lines while reducing their 
environmental impact. 

 

SUSTAINABLE INKS Kodak’s award winning water based inks are more sust-
ainable than conventional solvent based inks. They contain 
several naturally occurring substances and do not contain 
PVC or phthalates, making them safer for printers, con-
sumers, and the environment. In addition, because they 
are water based, no harsh chemicals are required for 
clean up. This keeps potentially harmful substances out  
of our waste stream and water supply. Our printer control software features ink optimisation 

capability, which reduces the consumption of CMY inks by 
applying a Gray Component Replacement (GCR) algorithm 
while ensuring the widest possible color gamut. In fact, not 
only are the colours virtually indistinguishable from offset 
lithography in print quality and reproduction consistency,  
the inks are safe for applications such as food packaging 
and personal care products. Inkjet printers like our industry leading Kodak Prosper 

presses are inherently more efficient and produce less 
waste because they can print for an audience of one with 
zero make ready and no need for overprints to inventory. 
That is sustainability that pays!  

WORKFLOW SOFTWARE Sustainability is not only about resource efficiency, it is also 
about ensuring a successful and profitable future. A plat-
form centric approach to automation is not a luxury, it is a 
prerequisite for relevance in years to come. Automation and 
integration save money by reducing waste, maximising ink 
utilisation, and eliminating costly manual errors. Together, 
they serve as the catalyst for data insights that provide 
printers with operational trends, efficiency opportunities  
and new areas of revenue potential.   Digital, end to end transformation is the key to sustain-

ability. Kodak Prinergy On Demand is the industry’s only 
single, smart, and secure end to end software platform for 
an entire print organisation, designed for sustainable growth. 

 

PLANET FRIENDLY PROGRAMMES Beyond saving water and energy, in addition to reducing 
carbon and chemistry, we have put measures in place to 
reduce waste in our operations and manufacturing and 
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The future of design and print, is all about creativity, 

melding game changing technology with innovative 

ideas and making sustainable choices. 

Giving a ‘superpower’ perspective from outside the 

industry, guest speaker Stephen Amell talked about  

creativity and why it is important to always ‘go beyond’.  

Starting out as a graphic designer, Stephen has gone  

on to have a hugely successful career as an actor and 

philanthropist. You may know him from his work in TV and  

film such as the lead role (Oliver Queen) in Arrow, DC’s 

Legends of Tomorrow, and Supergirl. 

Stephen said, ‘The single most important thing in the 

creative process is to listen to the other creative people 

around you. You have to focus on being a collaborator. 

‘The creative process is never ‘done’. You should be trying 

to do better every single day. The people who are successful 

are most interested in what’s next! Always be looking for 

ways to stay ahead of the creative process.’ 

Xerox recently hosted the latest of its creative digital events, which 

highlighted issues at the heart of today’s creative industry.
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DESIGNING DREAMS   

INTO REALITY 
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Xerox’s Andrew Gunn comm-

ented, ‘Creativity is not a divine  

right gifted to you at birth. It is 95% 

hard work and discipline, and 5% 

inspiration. But you never really  

get to that 5% inspiration unless  

you do the 95% of hard work. Start 

looking at creativity as a skill that you 

can master if you invest the time.’ 

 

SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 

Deana Conyard of Xerox provided 

some insights into CMYK and beyond, 

saying: ‘Print is a really critical 

component of the communication 

matrix. While electronic commun-

ications are the focus of a lot of 

marketing strategies, they can’t do 

the things that print does. Print has 

that tactile nature, so it activates 

different parts of the brain, making  

it more effective for recall and 

influencing action. So, while  

the use of print has decreased over 

the past years, we are seeing  

a resurgence where it is used for 

the most critical components of 

the communications’ mix – and it is being used much  

more strategically. 

‘So, given that print is a strategic tool, then it becomes a 

matter of how do you make thing stand out, when we are 

constantly being inundated with messages from every 

direction? That is where specialty embellishments come  

in to play – or Beyond CMYK – they can add significant 

impact to print.’ 

Deana continued, ‘So for example, 77% of marketers believe 

print enhancements give their brand a premium look; 74% of 

consumers say that they are actually more likely to interact 

with something based on the design technique. So, people 

want to be ‘wowed’. They want see unique and different 

things. If you take the time to enhance something, then it 

must be special. If it is special people will take the time to 

look at it, interact with it, and even share it with others. 

‘So clearly there is value to print enhancement, yet today, 

just 1% of digital pages are printed with enhancements.’ 

She then went on to explain how Xerox ‘Beyond CMYK’ 

technology makes it easy for designers and printers to 

eliminate barriers and complexity associated with traditional 

print embellishments, highlighting some of the different 

techniques and enhancements that can be achieved. 

 

CREATIVE FREEDOM 

A number of speakers then talked of how they are using 

Xerox technology to achieve creative freedom. 

One of these was Ben Glazier of Glazier Design who has 

been working with the Xerox Iridesse right from the start.  

He said of the technology, ‘It has given our designers the 

creative freedom to work with 11 colours in digital printing –

 CMYK gold, silver, white, clear, and all the fluorescents. 

‘We have had to change the way our designers think 

about design. We have given our designers the creative 

freedom to experiment with the press – and we are starting 

to see this transition into work now. This has enabled us to 

challenge the brief with every client that comes to us.’ 

He went on to explain a number of projects where the 

interplay of the effects led to extraordinary results. 

Other speakers included Julian Boulding and Stephanie 

Fox, thenetworkone, Eric Trousset, La Poste, and Veronica 

Heaven of Brief Cases, talking about using print as part of the 

media mix and it driving impressive results, with dramatic 

increases in sales growth, the strong benefits that can be 

accrued through added value creativity and enthusing 

young people to challenge and grasp the opportunities 

afforded by having creative freedom. 

The event was really thought provoking and made 

attendees really think about pushing boundaries –  

Beyond CMYK.

THE REALITY:  WHAT IS BEYOND 

CMYK? 

• Beyond CMYK is the ability to be more creative.  

It is the ability to standout from the crowd. 

• Go beyond the normal in colour. Not just CMYK –  

now you can design and print with more 

imagination, and more inspiration. 

• Enabled through Xerox technology, you can bring 

print to life with glittering golds, sparkling silvers, 

subtle blends, vivid fluorescents and versatile  

layers of white and clear.  

• Inter-mix and interplay to get a whole series of 

unique and unusual effects that have real  

‘wow’ power.

Beyond CMYK technology makes it  easy for designers 

and printers to el iminate barriers and complexity 

associated with traditional print embell ishments. 
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Stunning, eye catching, memorable, innovative – those are all words that can be used to describe the results 

that can be achieved when using Ecofoil Digital. And, to top it all, you can add ‘sustainable’, for Ecofoil 

Digital is a one sided metallised foil, certified plastic free and recyclable, on a carbon balanced, FSC certified 

paper board substrate. 
All this adds up to success for any project that needs to be striking, impressive, and unforgettable, whether that 

be for covers, brochures, packaging, labels, point of sale, greetings cards, or a host of other creative applications. 

A foil board substrate rather than a foil embellishment or finishing option (like hot foil or digital foil), there are 

absolutely no limitations to the amount, size, complexity or number of foil colours that can be created at the same 

time. And, there are no dies to make or expensive finishing processes – Ecofoil Digital runs seamlessly through a 

digital press to give dramatic and amazing results. Ecofoil Digital offers a number of design and creative options 

that are simply not cost effective or efficient with other technologies. Best of all, you can run it on your existing digital press, without the need for reinvestment or 

retrofitting of new parts. 
 

BALANCED 
The Ecofoil Digital range is now available from exclusive UK 
distributor Denmaur Paper Media. The company has been 
delighted with the reaction to this innovative substrate, as 
customers see the real added value that they can achieve. 

‘The versatility that Ecofoil Digital affords in production 
planning, time and cost saving whilst being a highly 
competitively priced foil board that is completely recyc-
lable is making significant inroads in both dry toner and  
HP media,’ explained Alistair Nash, Denmaur digital sales. 

‘The exceptional runnability, the ability to gang foil jobs  
in one pass and the fact that you can recycle Ecofoil has 
really captured the imagination of the digital print market.‘ 

Manufactured in the UK, the range provides a completely 
sustainable and highly competitive alternative to traditional 

foil boards, aiming to make high end print and packaging 
campaigns far more cost effective than has ever been 

possible previously. 
At present Ecofoil Digital is available on GC1, silk coated  

and gloss coated substrates, each of which are forest 
management certified and carbon offset via the World Land 

Trust’s Carbon Balanced Paper scheme. The Ecofoil application  
is itself endorsed with the Plastic Free trademark from A Plastic 

Planet, ensuring a printed Ecofoil Digital product can be  
fully recycled. Denmaur Paper Media has been appointed as the exclusive distributor in the UK. 

The range is stocked in SRA3 to appeal to a broad digital print market, and is boxed, rather 

than reamed, to maximise the protection of the product when stored. 
It is the intention to expand the range of weights and furnishes early in 2022. 

There is also the option of a bespoke service, which allows customers to design the exact 

specification of their Ecofoil metallised foil board material. 
It performs well on-press and is approved for dry toner and inkjet. It is proven to run at 

commercial speeds with no build-up of static, delivering significantly higher gloss levels 

comparable to metallic inks or metallic substrates. 
 

 

The cover of this personalised issue of Print Solutions is printed on the 

innovative Ecofoil Digital™ available from Denmaur Paper Media. We 

find out more.
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Environmental concerns and sustainability issues are now 
more important than ever before – both in business and 
in our day to day lives.  

Claims and counter claims about the impacts of our 
actions make on the world in which we live are all around 
us, and the environment is ‘the’ hot topic. 

Green Solutions has long championed sustainability 
and care for the planet in a very positive way, but it is 
about more than that! 

Being green is great for the environment, yes, but it  
also makes sound business sense. It will help to make  
your company a better place to work. It will help to  
satisfy customers. It will save you money. It will make  
you more productive. 

Green Solutions’ purpose is to give a voice to companies 
who are working sustainably, but also to provide wider 
information about how businesses can be more sustain-
able, whilst becoming more productive and efficient, and 
saving money, as well as providing interesting eco articles 
to help raise awareness of sustainability issues. 

The essential need to do the right thing spans every 
company in every sector and every market and every 
sphere and Green Solutions can help you to make the 
right sustainable choices. 

  
Circulation 
The magazine goes to 6500 registered readers(mainly 
brand owners) with another 35,000 plus receiving an 
online page turner version. 

  
Green Solutions is a quarterly magazine with copies  
both in print and online. 
  
It is free, on a sign up basis, to everyone involved in 
sustainable  production or purchasing, as well as 
environmental and CSR issues.  

  
Advertising rates:                         
Display:                                            (Four colour) 
Full page:                                         £1250 
Half page:                                        £650 
Quarter page or strip ad:            £350 
Double page:                                  £1750 
Front cover:                                     £3500 
  
Inserts are available too from £1150. 
  
Online advertising: 
Web banners:                                 From £350 p/m 
E-mail blast:                                   £850 
Social media campaigns:          From £500 p/m 
E-newsletter sponsorship:         £600 p/m 
Please call to discuss your requirements.
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‘As WWF turns 60, the world’s largest conservation 
organisation is calling for urgent action to address the 
global climate and nature crises and ensure a sustainable 

future for all. Together with governments, business and communities, 
we need to achieve more in the next 10 years than we have in the last 
60,’ said Marco Lambertini, director general of WWF International. 

Today, it is clearer than ever before that we are witnessing a 
catastrophic collapse in our planet’s biodiversity. The latest 
Living Planet Report, WWF’s flagship science based analysis of 
trends in global biodiversity and the health of the planet, revealed a 
two-thirds crash in wildlife populations on average in the last 50 years, 
which in turn threatens our climate, food, freshwater and health.  

The ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, with its roots in rampant land use 
change, deforestation and the wildlife trade, is the latest evidence that 
unsustainable human activity is pushing the planet’s natural systems 
that support life on Earth to the brink.  

‘Our mission has only grown in relevance over the last six decades. 

Today we know we can only have a safe, prosperous, healthy and 
equitable future for humanity on a cared for planet where sustainable 
development becomes the norm,’ said Marco Lambertini. ‘This 
decade must be a turning point. Covid-19 is a wake up call to the 
wide ranging risks posed by our imbalance and destructive relation-
ship with nature. We now need to think, and act, bigger and faster 
than ever before.’ 

‘We now need to leverage the numerous and diverse relationships 
and deep knowledge we have built over our last 60 years, and 
apply ourselves with renewed vigour to innovate and co-create 
solutions to today’s complex, intertwined challenges of liveli-
hood destruction, climate breakdown, ecosystem degradation 
and biodiversity loss. We have no time to lose,’ said Pavan 
Sukhdev, president of WWF International.  

 

INNOVATIVE INITIATIVES 
For over 60 years WWF has been at the centre of global efforts for 

WWF CELEBRATES 60 YEARS
The WWF is marking 60 years of conservation impact and calls for urgent action for people and nature.
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nature, pioneering some of the most innovative initiatives ever taken 
in conservation, the impacts of which are still being felt today – from 
supporting the establishment of world famous protected areas such as 
the Galapagos and Volcanoes National Parks in Ecuador and Rwanda, 
to conservation of iconic species including pandas, tigers, rhinos and 
elephants – giving these species and many more a future.  

Guided by science, WWF has tackled a vast depth and breadth  
of environmental challenges through its global network and diverse 
partnerships, from launching the world’s first eco labels for food and 
consumer products, debt swaps for nature and community led 
conservancies in Namibia, to advocating for the adoption of global 
agreements on wetlands, wildlife trade, biodiversity and climate.  

‘Our impact has been possible by working together with our many 

partners and supporters, and joining forces with our 
peers in the environmental movement. Thank you  
to the millions of people who have trusted and 
supported us, and to the thousands of WWF staff 
and trustees – past and present – across the world 
for 60 years of passion and determination,’ said 
Marco Lambertini. 
  

MORE SUSTAINABLE WORLD 
From its beginnings in 1961 as a small group of 
committed naturalists, WWF – known for its iconic 
panda which is a symbol of hope that people and 
nature can live in harmony – has expanded from 
protecting species and places to a systemic approach 
to nature conservation and sustainable development, 
focusing on the conservation at scale of wildlife, 
forests, ocean and freshwater systems, by tackling the 
main drivers of nature loss including energy and food 
production, as well as transforming markets, greening 

finance and improving the governance of natural resources.  
At 60, WWF has grown into a multicultural global federation 

of local leadership and operations active in nearly 100 countries 
and supported by over 35 million people worldwide, using its 
voice and actions to create a fairer, healthier and more sustain-
able world for the conservation of the natural world and wellbeing 
of people everywhere. 

‘Our journey is far from over. The past 60 years have seen the world 
undergo deep transformations, and so has WWF. One thing has not 
changed: our undeterred determination to contribute to a future 
where both people and nature thrive. Science has never been clearer 
and awareness has never been greater. Our society is ready for 
change. Together we can,’ concluded Marco Lambertini.    GS.

S O L U T I O N S
G R E E N



INDPRINT E-NEWSLETTER 
  
It is not very often that a printing app-
lication takes the world by storm, but 
that is exactly what is happening with 
industrial inkjet printing. We are just  
on the cusp of a revolution, and this 
will be driven by clever technology  
and innovative ideas. 

Inkjet technology allows the mech-
anical expulsion of a number of different 
liquids, including ink, through very 
small apertures, and as it is non-
impact, never touching the media,  
it can be used to print on unusually 
shaped objects, thick objects, and 
different substrates. 

IndPrint magazine covers this whole 
market, from glass to ceramics, from 
wall coverings to garments, from wood 
and metals to 3D, bringing information 
on this very exciting opportunity. 

The magazine explores the technology, 
the applications, the resources needed, 
and the machines you need to know 
about, as well as bringing you news 
and views on the market and its future. 
  
Circulation 
Indprint e-newsletter goes out monthly 
to 4000 registered readers. 

You can send in PR for the news, videos 
or hyperlinking ad banners. 

IndPrint is free, on a sign up basis, to 
everyone involved in UK print, innovation, 
manufacturing, design and marketing 
across all relevant industries.  
  
Advertising rates: 
Sponsorship:                          From £500 p/m 
Web banners:                        From £350 p/m 
E-mail blast:                           £850 
Social Media campaigns: From £500 
  
Please call to discuss your requirements. 
 
 

 
 

 
  

We will work with you to get the best results. 
As well as article creation and display 
advertising, we also offer a wide range  
of options, including: 
  
• A wide range of knowledge sharing/ 

market specific handbooks 
  
• Augmented reality covers 
  
• Bellybands 
  
• Bookmarks 
  
• Contract publishing 
  
• Copywriting, PR and editorial assistance 
  
• Embedded video, audio and hyperlinks 

(yes in the printed page)  
  
• Events, roundtables, seminars, 

conferences, training days and 
networking opportunities 

• 
  
• 
  
• 
  
• 
  
• 
  
• 
  
• 

  
• 
  
• 
  
• 
• 

The Solutions Awards was born in 2014, and 
was heralded by guests and sponsors alike 
as ‘the best industry awards ever,’ ‘the 
awards that all others need to take notice 
of as the way to do it’, and ‘undoubtedly  
the best event I have ever been to in this 
industry’. Very high praise indeed! 

The aim of The Solutions Awards is to 
acknowledge companies and people who 
have developed ‘solutions’ to issues within 
their businesses or for their customers.  
This could be an innovative project, a cost 
saving exercise, or the production of a 
product that solved a problem for a client. 
Entrants tell us about the solutions that 
have been created and how best practice 
has been used, as well as customer service 
and creative thinking to obtain the best 
possible outcome. 

The awards are very different to any others 
in the industry, and winners are voted for by 

FOR YOUR MARKETING CONSIDERATIONS W

And, even more…  

PRIN   CIP



Gatefolds 

Inserts and outserts 

International Print Day 

Licensing and syndication 

List rentals and targeted e-mail blasts 

Market surveys and reports 

Opportunities within our Out of Print 
section including sponsorships, 
competitions and networking support 

Opted-in e-mail database of over 35,000 

PIGS – Print Industry Golf Society 

Printciples – networking and information 
Print iT – Print and design schools’ 
educational initiative. 

• Purl campaigns 
  
• Registered postal database of  

over 28,000 
  
• Social media promotions 
  
• Specialised front covers. We will work with 

you to show your products off to their best 
  
• Sponsorships 
  
• Tech-it-outs for your latest products 
  
• Website advertising and videos  
  
And, lots of other creative ideas to get you 
noticed – give us a call and we will explain 
more. We are here to help.

their peers, customers, suppliers and even 
those outside the industry.  

We have lots of sponsorship opportunities 
available, and we can tailor them to suit 
the needs and pockets of your company. 
So, you don’t have to be a multinational 
organisation to get involved – even small 
companies can support the event. 

And, we have kept our pricing cost 
effective, we will deliver more and charge 
you less than similar industry events. 

So get involved for 2022 with the event 
that everyone is talking about – and they 
will be talking positively about you too.  

  
Benefits of sponsoring the awards include: 
• Great brand extension and absolutely 

unrivalled chance to promote your 
company within the industry.  

• Year long coverage in our magazines  
and on our websites. The awards are  

part of a major multi-channel marketing 
project – no other industry awards can 
promise that. 

• These awards are about real life problems 
and providing solutions – no other 
industry awards do that. 

• These awards are very different and 
organised in our informal, friendly and 
enjoyable Earth Island style – no other 
industry awards can promise that. 

• The awards are the talk of the industry – 
and we can promise that you will  
be connected with all that positivity  
and goodwill.

WE ALSO OFFER:

PLES



# A l w a y s P o s i t i v e A b o u t P r i n t
T H E  S O L U T I O N S  A W A R D S

P R I N T  S O L U T I O N S  •  P A C K A G I N G  S O L U T I O N S  •  G R E E N  S O L U T I O N S  •  I N D P R I N T  
Paper and Board Solutions • Design Solutions • Label Solutions • Wide Format Solutions • Finishing Solutions 
Software and Pre-press Solutions • Adding Value Solutions • Consumables Solutions  – all in one Solution 

Ideas • Inspiration • Innovation

S O L U T I O N S

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW 

Double page spread 
Trim 420 x 297mm  
Bleed 426 x 303mm

Full page 
Trim 210 x 297mm  
Bleed 216 x 303mm

Half page vertical 
Trim 105 x 297mm  
Bleed 111 x 303mm 
 
Half page horizontal 
Trim 210 x 149mm 
Bleed 216 x 155mm

Quarter page strip 
Trim 210 x 50mm 
Bleed 216 x 56mm 
 
Quarter page 
Trim 105 x 149mm 
Bleed 111 x 155mm

OTHER FORMATS 
Web banners  

Long portrait – w980 x h205 pixels 

Bound inserts 

A4 plus 100 mm on the bound edge 

(saddle stitched)  

3 mm on all edges (perfect bound) 

Loose inserts 

 

Can be up to 200 x 290mm 

 

We would be very happy if you 

would provide us with a press 

ready pdf with all your images 

encapsulated (300 dpi), fonts 

embedded, transparencies 

flattened and artwork centred,  

in CMYK colour mode. 

There also needs to be a 3 mm 

bleed on each edge. Please create 

your PDFs by distilling PostScript or 

eps files to minimise trapping. 

If you have any problems, please 

just give us a call. We are here  

to help. 

T: 01892 522563 

M: 07711 004558 

or e-mail steve@earthisland.co.uk


